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Want to assert yourself as a cutting-edge PHP web developer? Take a practical approach, learning by example from author Quentin Zervaas, and discover how to bring together the many technologies needed to create a successful, modern web application.
In Practical PHP Web 2.0 Applications, PHP, MySQL, CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript/Ajax development techniques are brought together to show you how to create the hottest PHP web applications, from planning and design up to final implementation, without going over unnecessary basics that will hold you back. This book includes must-have application features such as search functionality, maps, blogs, dynamic image galleries, and personalized user areas. 

Topics covered include application planning and design; setting up the application framework; using CSS for easier styling; adding dynamic effects the easy way--using JavaScript libraries such as Prototype and script.aculo.us; and implementing several must-have web application features such as user login, blogs, dynamic image galleries, search functionality, mapping with map APIs, and much more. Zervaas covers everything in a practical, tutorial style so you can start working on your own projects as quickly as possible.

	Create cutting edge PHP/MySQL web applications. 
	Implement must-have functionality such as blogs, maps, search, and dynamic image galleries. 
	Master styling with CSS and dynamic effects using Ajax/JavaScript libraries. 


What you’ll learn

	How to set up the perfect PHP/MySQL application development environment
	How to implement basic user management functionality
	How to effectively make use of Prototype and script.aculo.us, and other JavaScript libraries
	How to effectively style a dynamic application using CSS
	How to create a basic blog system and enhance it with Ajax
	How to add personalized user areas to your web application
	How to create a dynamic image gallery
	How to add search functionality to your application
	How to use mapping APIs to add maps to your application
	How to use measure subject popularity using tagging and then use those tag statistics to create graphs and more


Who is this book for?

This book is for any PHP developer who wants to stay ahead of the curve, with practical, high-level web application development techniques

About the Author

QUENTIN ZERVAAS is a web developer based in Adelaide, South Australia, where he has been self-employed since 2003. After receiving his bachelor’s degree in computer science from the University of Adelaide in 2001, Quentin worked for several web development firms before branching out on his own, developing a wide range of custom web applications for customers all around the world.
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IT Procurement Handbook for SMEsBritish Informatics Society Ltd, 2008

	Large organisations can suffer badly when IT procurement goes wrong, but for Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs), it can be fatal. This handbook is specifically designed to help SMEs understand and manage that risk throughout the entire procurement process. Whether it is identifying the changing IT requirements of the business, evaluating...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Develop with Tomorrow's Standards Today (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 are the future of web development, but you don't have to wait to start using them. Even though the specification is still in development, many modern browsers and mobile devices already support HTML5 and CSS3. This book gets you up to speed on the new HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now, and...
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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2004 EditionFor Dummies, 2003
Start here – what do you want your computer to do?
Here’s how to find your dream computer system without staying awake nights     

Forget the horror stories – buying a computer does not have to be scary! Dan Gookin’s proven five-step process deletes the fear factor, even with today’s PC bells and whistles....
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Cryptanalytic Attacks on RSASpringer, 2007
RSA is the first workable and practicable public-key cryptographic system, based on the use of large prime numbers. It is also the most popular and widely-used cryptographic system in today's digital world, for which its three inventors Rivest, Shamir and Adleman received the year 2002 Turing Award, the equivalent Nobel Prize in Computer Science....
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Advanced Verification Techniques: A SystemC Based Approach for Successful TapeoutSpringer, 2004
"As chip size and complexity continue to grow exponentially, the challenges of functional verification are becoming a critical issue in the electronics industry. It is now commonly heard that logical errors missed during functional verification are the most common cause of chip re-spins, and that the costs associated with functional...
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Careers for Car Buffs & Other Freewheeling Types (Careers for You Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
CAREERS FOR YOU IS THE ONLY CAREER SERIES DESIGNED EXPRESSLY TO TURN PASSIONS INTO PAYCHECKS!
The inspiring Careers for You series encourages career explorers to examine the job market through the unique lens of their own interests.

Includes:

	The latest...
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